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Keenan S

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Cheap and reliable. Not my favorite gun to shoot but gets the job done. accurate 











Daniel L B

on
04/06/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Turkish guns are usually well made & bargain priced & this one is no exception. Compact, lightweight good CCW pistol. The magazine bases tend to pinch my finger when changing magazines. Otherwise, no issues. 











Daniel W

on
03/08/2020




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Extremely hard to pull back slide. 











Jeff P

on
10/17/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










The whole point of this gun is to have a hammer fired, smaller, medium weight carry weapon that can be loaded with the hammer down at no risk of accidental fire and a double action first shot, all for under $300. But it is far from my favorite gun, somewhat of a tough trigger pull in SA, and the trigger itself needs to be rounded off for a more comfortable feel. It's a fine weapon, but just not refined, as one would expect for the price when it's put up against the 92fs, CZ75, and P30. I can shoot it with a fair amount of accuracy at 10 yards, I like the beaver tail, the safety is a bit of a bear (nice to have when handing it off loaded to a guest at the range, but otherwise would never use it), one major irritation, the gap at the lower front of the handle where the magazine meets the body tends to bite your hand when firing it, had to put a Hogue grip on it, which really made it much nicer to handle, and it covered the gap and stopped the biting, but now the magazine edge catches on the lower back of the Hogue when installed, causing the edge of the rubber grip to fold over and requires pulling it down over the magazine manually. Overall I am happy with it, but I might start carrying the P30 instead, now that's a fine weapon. 











Richard G

on
06/25/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just took the Sar B6PC to range shot about 250 rounds with no problems, recoil easy to manage, if you like the CZ clone you'll the Sar, easy to rack, to clean and for sure nice to shoot can't go wrong with the B6PC. And as always my hat off to Buds fast shipment and nice transaction keep up the good work guy's! 











Thomas P

on
04/25/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my Concealed carry gun, I have both the B6P and the B6PC . these guns are well worth the money and are a pleasure to shoot. the make excellent self defense guns . They will take any none plus P ammo you will buy without a problem. You can carry cocked and locked or not but with double action I don't know why you would, Don't think about the name Sarsilmaz has been making Military Spec weapons since 1890. you wont regret the purchase. 











Randy C

on
04/12/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Sars Arms B6PC 9MM 13RD 3.8 is definitely a Sleeper! I found out about this firearm from a friend fired it at the range and had to have one! Comes in a nice case cleaning brush and 1 mag. Looks very stylish even with the imprints. It fits Very Nicely in the hand (Med hand), recoil and weight is very manageable in frame slide, sight alignment, accuracy consistent 20 yds. I put over 500 rds factory and mainly my 9mm 115 grn reloads not a problem. I like the barrel it has a nice polished finish on the bullet feed ramp. The trigger- the double action is firm, steady, the single action and reset is light and quick. I really like the single action, once you sightin its ready quickly! Real point and shoot. The safety works well, decocker would be nice but not a problem. It is new so light oil and work the safety to loosen it to work smoothly with your thumb. The field strip is easy. Being a Glock carrier the B6PC's trigger and size is sweet, 13 rds is respectable. Now the deal maker the PRICE!!! Around $300. .... I watch the Youtube- Sars Arms B6P torture test and I knew it is a quality made firearm. Repeat customer with BudsGunShop as usual smooth transaction. A+ 











Richard D

on
04/08/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very reliable and accurate. Sights easier to acquire than a tristar. Light, easy to carry all day. Low bore axis makes felt recoil very light, although in rapid fire talon rubber grip tape on the back and sides enhance the grip significantly. Very good gun for the money! 











Charles S

on
04/03/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I bought this awhile ago and it was very accurate and concealable. I got rid of it because while the trigger pull was very smooth for me it was too light for a ccw gun. While staging the trigger during practice i would often fire again right after reset unintentionally as the trigger pull is very light. That could have just been me but i was uncomfortable carrying it for defensive purposes. The gun was very smooth and accurate and I liked every other aspect of it besides the trigger. If you like a light trigger pull and trigger reset then this gun could be for you. As a side note cz75 mags do indeed fit and function in this firearm as this is pretty much a cz75 clone. Great gun just not for me. 











Paul G

on
03/29/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this gun. Safety is a little sticky but shoots perfectly and is a great concealed carry weapon 











Danny D

on
03/29/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Sar 9mm was as advertised. Nice out of the case. Lubed it and shot it. Right on target. No failure to feed or malfunctions. I also have a Sar kp2. This model is same size as a Glock 19....seems more compact due to the narrow muzzle and rounded top of the slide. Excellent 14 round ccw pistol. And as always....Buds delivered fast. 











Christopher D

on
03/27/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very nice accurate pistol. Chris D. 











Terry W

on
03/27/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Sar BP6C. Great service from Buds, arrived at my FFL in four days. On bringing home, I took it apart, cleaned and oiled it, and lubed the slide, pretty simple and easy. Let me state that I've always been a revolver type of guy. Left the service in the mid seventies, and hadn't touched a weapon till the first of the year, when I bought two revolvers, Ruger match champion, and a taurus, both 357's. I decided for home protection, that a semi auto might be better. Searched for a few weeks, and being on a fixed income for something not too expensive, that this might do the trick, so I ordered one, glad I did. As the other reviews state it has a long trigger pull, I've gotten used to pulling it through the long slack pull to tension area. First trip to the range it consistently shot low on the target at 25 feet when lining up the three dot sights. Went again yesterday, lined the front dot just above the two rear dots, and bang, spot on at 25-30 feet. Minimal recoil, especially compared to my 357's, good sight visibility, and a great fit in the hand and balance is excellent. After 400 rounds the gun is getting better and better. Cleaning is important as well as lubing the slide, my first trip pistol was tight, now it's really smooth, I use lubeguard 105 assembly lube on the slide, makes it very smooth. As with any new weapon, take the time to learn what the gun wants, and how to make it part of you, and you will love this weapon. I ordered two extra mags, and bought a uplala speedloader, a real thumb saver. I would recomend this weapon, fun shooting, and a great self defense weapon. Most weapons are better shooters than you are, take the time to learn it and all will be good. Thanks Buds, I will be back. 











William B

on
03/26/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The gun arrived at my FFL in the same week I bought it. When I got it home, I took it apart and cleaned it. I oiled the components and put some tetra grease on rail. I shot about 550 rounds of different brands. The gun functions good, the safety was stiff at first, but it loosened up with oil and use. The gun feels good in my hand. I can push my hand up under the bever tail to get a higher grip. I prefer the b6pc to my 9mm shield, although the b6p compact is more like a full size gun with a slide recesed into the frame. 25, hornady ftx 50, Tula steel case 50, remington 147 brass 50, remington 115 brass 50, Winchester W Train Reduced Recoil Ammunition 9mm 147 brass 50, federal champion 115 brass 50, fiocchi 115 brass 50, aguila 124gr brass 50, blazer 115 brass 50, Hunting Shack "HSM" - Remanufactured 115gr 75, federal aluminum case 115, started raining. The aluminum case seems to eject kind of slow and doesn't fly to far way, probably because it is so light weight. The aluminum gave me one failure to eject from 550 rounds. This was a stove pipe right on the rim, so to could have been my fault with not enough stiff arm. Over all, the best deal i ever got on a pistol. 











Samuel R

on
03/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The firearm was exactly what I expected. Feels good in the hand and absolutely well balanced. It was very easy to take down and clean, I was very surprised at the craftsmanship seems to be very well built. Haven't had a chance to take it to the range yet but from what I understand I should have no issues. Buds was very easy and user friendly. The next firearm I buy will be from buds. 











Jacolby P

on
03/08/2017




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Overall the Gun looks great. I have yet to shoot the pistol-- but I plan to visit the range soon. The only complaint I have is with the magazine. This magazine looks used and worn out. I also had issues where it would snag when I loaded or ejected the magazine. I plan on ordering a second magazine soon, hopefully, it will be much better. I'll be able to give a much better assessment of the pistol after I've run a few rounds through the thing. 











Jason B

on
02/18/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










lots of fun to shot. fits my hands great has eaten al dif types of ammo I feed no problems thank you. 











Eric J

on
02/12/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a great bang for your buck pistol. Especially for those wanting a cz75 style w/o spending cz75 money. Very smooth firing, light and easy to handle. The only negative I have is the safety is very stiff. This can be solved by working the hell out of it or just carry it w/ the safety off in double action. I was very pleased with Buds Gunshop on this order. Very fast delivery. 











John T

on
02/09/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fast painless service from Buds. Will continue to buy from them. This gun is amazing for the price. No failures of any kind in the first 500 rounds. The trigger was not bad when new but improved after a few hundred rounds. Highly recommend this pistol if you are on a budget. 











Arnel V

on
01/28/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome gun, very accurate, would buy again. 











David W

on
01/25/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










If you are looking for a cz75 type firearm this is a good quality piece. Only complaint is the grip area to charge the gun is very small which I know is common with cz75 style pistols but it's still manageable. And also it only comes with one mag and getting one is a task in itself backordered everywhere and a bit expensive at $40. Otherwise it shoots straight has a nice for and finish eats everything I throw at it. 











Charles H

on
01/13/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










All I can say is this is one hell of a pistol. First shot was in the black at 7 o,clock. I hadn't cleaned it, just 13 rounds and dropped the slide. It is very accurate and very easy to shoot. You won't regret it if you buy one. 











Robert G

on
10/31/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










wow I was surprised of the accuracy of the b6pc9mm shoots as nice as my full size accurate pistols 3 mags no jambs no misfeeds worth much more than I paid buy it , based on the cz75 pistol and shoots like it seriously this shoots better than I can aim it ..100 yards @ 6'' had a few 1 foot flyers but that was me... 











Steven N

on
10/19/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have had the SAR B6P (from Bud's, of course) for some time. I picked up the B6PC (compact) as a concealed option. This is about as much fun as you can have for 9mm!!! It's light, eats everything from flea-power target reloads to hairy self defense loads, doesn't "crumple brass" when it's dirty and always works. It's a bit crude and hard on the hands with a SAR 16 round mag but, it still works. The 13 round mags are pretty comfy. I qualified for my CCW with this gun right out of the box, 30 out of 30 (sort of like shooting a pumpkin at 10 ft.). Shot retail boxed rounds. Had never fired it before. 4" group. Remember, nearly all guns are better shots than you are. 











Ferhat D

on
09/01/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Thanks for BudGunShop for fast and safe delivery. You are the best :) SAR B6P-Compact is very nice, accurate, for less than $300, crazy!!!!! I have CZ-85 Combat Custom Tuned for trigger and Hamer, I shoot 100 round each with CZ and SAR. It can not be CZ-85 combat but very close :) short recoil, accurate, smooth crispy trigger. Feels like wearing glow when I shoot. I love it. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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